
Fundraising and Donor Engagement 
W IN AD  IN PRACTICE

The number of development professionals using Win AD  is growing, and here’s why:  Win AD  empowers NCAA 

advancement leaders with timely information that can be used to more effectively engage prospective donors and 

increase departmental revenue.  Win AD  can help your advancement staff articulate a clear vision of why and how 

your university needs donor assistance by selectively sharing key metrics with donors to strengthen the case for support.

Worth noting is that every advancement staff has its own strategy that is uniquely tailored to the tradition of their alumni 

and donor base.  Win AD can be used to support the ask and augment a call to action that is founded in data and 

supports your university culture.

How advancement staff are leveraging Win AD:

Win AD can highlight how your 

program’s revenues compare to peer or 

aspirational programs in your conference 

and region.  Donors are often surprised 

by the costs associated with operating a 

high level D-I program.

Compare historical & 
projected revenue trends 
among your peer group
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Demonstrate the discrepancy in 
specific expense categories 2

Win AD allows advancement staff to 

precisely understand how a program ranks 

nationally in categories such as assistant 

coaching pool spend, facilities spending 

trends, sport budgets and staffing levels.  

This data can help increase urgency for 

donor participation. 

“ You may not immediately think of Win AD as a fundraising tool, but it

has been an incredible resource for me in preparing for donor visits. 

Particularly, as it pertains to gathering benchmarking data, fundraising 

or otherwise. Donors are constantly comparing us to other conference 

members and in-state institutions. Win AD provides a litany of accurate 

information which adds validity and substance to our conversations with 

donors, and helps us educate them on the competitive landscape.

CARL EVANS
Senior Associate AD for Development, North Texas
carl.evans@unt.edu  |  (940) 369-7034



Win AD makes it possible to demonstrate to donors how rivals compare is areas such as 
institutional support and student fees.  Educating the donor and explaining various budget 
strengths and weaknesses can reduce barriers to support and improve relationships. 

Educating donors 
about funding sources3

Each donor has different interests and areas of focus.  Win AD is a readily available 
source of reliable information to strengthen the case for support when engaging 
potential donors with a variety of motivators.

Validating existing solicitation 
strategies with hard data4



Across D-I, the average student aid spend is up 24% in the last 4 years, 
underscoring increasing expenses and the continued need for donor support 

The average facilities spend in FY 2015 for D-I programs was $3.24M

The fastest growing expense category from last year to this year was Coach 
Severance, with an increase of 13.99% followed by Head Coaches (8.4%), Total 
Coach Spend (7.77%), Recruiting (7.72%), and Administrator Salary (7.05%)

Total contributions across D-I increased 7.7% from an average of $7.145 million 
to $7.694 million

Team travel expenses have risen 34% among D-I programs in the last 4 years

Emerging Trend

Data That Supports the Need for Donor Engagement

Many D-I athletic departments are moving towards an endowment strategy whereby 

specific coaching & staff positions, scholarships and sport budgets are being 

endowed by donors.  Win AD provides development staff with detailed sport-level 

data in every revenue and expense category (including coach salary trending 

and projections) to enable clear, contextual conversations about the rising costs of 

competing at the highest level and why donor support is needed.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT WIN AD
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